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Motivation - a long story

I was involved for many years in lattice studies of technicolor in-

spired strongly interacting extensions of the Standard Model

... Zoltan Fodor, Julius Kuti, Kieran Holland

... Chris Schroeder, Ricky Wong

These are 4d non-abelian gauge theories with lots of fermions

Either large Nf or higher dimensional representations

Example: SU(3) Nf = 12 fundamental, SU(3) Nf = 2 sextet

These are pretty hard. Need large volumes, small (zero) masses,

fine lattices. All with lots of dynamical fermions!



Motivation - a long story

Why were we interested in these models?

Technicolor: invent a new (techni) gauge group, couple to new

(techni) fermions (and eventually to the weak sector) and let spon-

taneous symmetry breaking occur → dynamical electro-weak sym-

metry breaking ΛQCD → ΛTC ∼ Λweak Susskind, Weinberg

Higgs is either heavy (σ-particle of QCD) or does not even exist

(if only a resonance), either way a composite

This construction takes care of electro-weak symmetry breaking



Motivation - a long story

Beyond the above vanilla version: Higgs needed also for fermion

masses → how to do that with technicolor?

Extended technicolor ΛETC > ΛTC, larger gauge group breaks to

techni gauge group at ΛETC

4-fermi interaction with ordinary fermions gives fermion masses

One slight problem: FCNC would be too large → contradict LEP

precision data, given the couplings and anomalous dimensions run

as in QCD or similar from ΛETC to ΛTC



Motivation - a long story

Idea: imagine that the running is very different from QCD, g(µ)
stays large between ΛETC and ΛTC and doesn’t change much →
walking Appelquist, Shrock, ...

p = µ,E, ...



Motivation - a long story

This non-perturbative effect can suppress unwanted FCNC’s

Only one question: which specific model (if any) does that??

Quick review of vector like gauge theories as a function of Nf
(example: SU(N) coupled to fundamental rep fermions)
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Motivation - a long story

Asymptotic freedom: β1 < 0 → Nf < Nf
AF

Low Nf (like QCD): β2 < 0

High Nf but still asymptotically free: 0 < β2, β1 < 0

For 0 < β2, β1 < 0 there is a fixed point, β(g∗) = 0 has a solution

... Caswell, Banks, Zaks

All of the above is perturbative (of course) if g∗ small, the calcu-

lation is valid → genuine conformal gauge theory

For Nf ∼< Nf
AF this holds, g∗ small. Upper end of the conformal

window is Nf
AF , was determined perturbatively



Motivation - a long story

Lower end of the conformal window Nf
∗: lowest Nf where the

model is conformal → can not be determined perturbatively be-
cause as Nf decreases g∗ increases → non-perturbative

1 < Nf < Nf
∗: QCD-like, spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking,

dimensional transmutation, non-conformal

Nf
∗ < Nf < Nf

AF : conformal, non-QCD-like, chiral symmetry
unbroken, fixed point



Motivation - a long story

Back to technicolor

Nf ∼> Nf
∗: coupling runs to a fixed point

Nf ∼< Nf
∗: coupling does not run to a fixed point, but almost →

β-function does not have a zero but almost → walking!



Motivation - a long story



Motivation - a long story

We were searching for a walking model for years (SU(3) funda-

mental: Nf ∼ 10− 14, SU(3) sextet: Nf ∼ 2) but it’s tough.

Problems: walking is very similar to conformal unless one really

goes to very low scales (where walking turns back to running)

Problems: on lattice one has a bare gauge coupling. If too large

any Nf breaks chiral symmetry. If too small (or if volume is too

small) the system will be perturbative, not know about the IR,

chiral symmetry will be unbroken for any Nf . (Small volume QCD

is perturbative, chiral symmetry is intact.)

Easy to confuse which phase a model is in, continuum limit very

important.



Let’s look for a toy model!

What we need

• Simple (cheap) asymptotically free model

• with 1 parameter (∼ Nf)

• For some choices gR(µ) grows from UV to IR without bound

• For other choices gR(µ) walks

• For yet other choices gR(µ) has fixed point

I only found one: 2d O(3) model with ϑ-term (if you know of

another, please let me know!)



Let’s look for a toy model!

S =
1

2g2
0

∫
d2x∂µs

a∂µs
a + iϑQ |s| = 1

Q =
1

8π

∫
d2xεµνεabcs

a∂µs
b∂νs

c ∈ Z

• ϑ = 0 coupling runs as in QCD

• ϑ = π conjectured to be massless, conform fixed point

• ϑ ∼< π probably walks



The toy model

Let’s look at the analogy a bit more

ϑ = 0 (ordinary 2d O(3) model) well-known toy model of QCD

• coupling g2
R(L) = m(L)L asymptotically free

• gR(L) grows towards IR

• dimensional transmutation

• instantons



The toy model

ϑ > 0

ϑ does not appear in perturbation theory → asymptotically free for

all ϑ

ϑ = π Haldane’s conjecture: massless, conformal

Take spin S quantum spin chain and large S

spin S quantum spin chain ∼ O(3) model with ϑ = 2πS

Haldane’s derivation uses path integral formulation and large S

limit



Haldane’s conjecture

ϑ = 0 known to be massive → all integer spin chains are massive

(for large S)

numerically: S = 1 chain is massive → maybe conjecture holds

down to S = 1

analytically: S = 1/2 chain solvable exactly by Bethe ansatz and

is massless

numerically: S = 3/2 chain is massless

If conjecture works down to S = 1/2 or S = 3/2 → ϑ = π model

is massless, conformal Haldane

Affleck and Haldane: ϑ = π model ∼ k = 1 WZW model

Let’s accept that ϑ = π is massless!



The toy model

ϑ� π no fixed point, like QCD

ϑ ∼< π, just below π, almost a fixed point, walking



I thought with a small amount of computer time I will be able to

write a nice paper on the toy model within a few weeks.

(Sign problem can be tamed by cluster methods.)

But . . . . . .



Something is fishy about ϑ 6= 0 in the 2d O(3) model Luscher

〈Q2〉 is divergent

On the lattice

• geometric integer definition of Q

• fixed physical volume, m(L)L = L/ξ(L) fixed

• a→ 0: 〈Q2〉 → ∞



Something is fishy about ϑ 6= 0 in the 2d O(3) model Luscher

Semi-classically

• integration over instantons

• instantons size λ

• for a� λ� ξ integral diverges

• small size instantons are the culprit

• not a lattice artifact

But we know from ϑ = 0 exact solution that 〈q(x)q(0)〉 finite!



A possibility

〈Q . . .〉 = 0 is only consistent continuum value → ϑ irrelevant cou-

pling, Q irrelevant operator

〈q(x) . . .〉 6= 0 so q(x) is relevant operator

If so, Haldane’s conjecture would be false.



More on this issue semi-classically

In terms of free energy Z(ϑ) = e−V f(ϑ)

f(ϑ) =
∞∑
n=1

fn(1− cos(nϑ))

Dilute gas approximation: f1 non-zero (divergent), fn>1 are zero

Interactions (correction to diluteness): fn>1 non-zero

For small size instantons: avg. size
avg. separation → 0 in the continuum limit

Hence interactions of problematic instantons are small, should not

give divergent fn>1 values → fn>1 are finite

All of the above is semi-classical!



Summary of semi-classical considerations

• f1 divergent

• fn>1 finite



What about non-perturbatively?

Let’s test the semi-classical conjecture on the lattice

Strategy: find quantities that only involve fn>1 and see if they

scale or not Bhanot, Dashen, Seiberg, Levine

Even if they scale, they could be zero!

Let’s see if quantities only involving fn>1 are finite or zero.



Good quantities (only involving fn>1)

Connected correlation functions of topological charge

χ2m = (−1)m+1 d
2mf

dϑ2m

∣∣∣∣∣
ϑ=0

χ2 =
〈Q2〉
V

χ4 =
〈Q4〉 − 3〈Q2〉2

V

χ6 =
〈Q6〉 − 15〈Q4〉〈Q2〉+ 30〈Q2〉3

V

They are all divergent because f1 appears in them.



Good quantities (only involving fn>1)

From

∆χ2m = χ2m − χ2m+2 =
∞∑
n=2

fnn
2m(1− n2)

f1 drops out, should be finite.

We are going to test this non-perturbatively!



Numerical simulation

Symmetric lattice L × L, finite volume m2(L)L = 4, m2(L) =

1/ξ2(L), ξ2(L) is second moment correlation length

Continuum and infinite volume notation for ξ2 definition

ξ2
2 =

〈
∫
dx dy x2sa(x, y)sa(0,0)〉
〈
∫
dx dy sa(x, y)sa(0,0)〉

can be made periodic and can be calculated at finite lattice spacing

(m(L) = m2(L) for L→∞).



Numerical simulation

Use novel action Bietenholz, Gerber, Pepe, Wiese

S =
∑
〈i,j〉

S(si, sj)

S(si, sj) =

{
0 if si · sj > cos δ
∞ otherwise

δ plays the role of bare coupling



Numerical simulation

Take continuum limit through 12 lattice spacings

L/a δ/π m(L)L

60 0.48490 4.0017(14)
80 0.47260 4.0032(19)

100 0.46370 4.0007(19)
120 0.45680 3.9939(20)
160 0.44680 4.0011(14)
200 0.43950 4.0015(17)
240 0.43385 3.9998(14)
320 0.42545 4.0010(17)
400 0.41930 3.9983(14)
480 0.41455 4.0014(19)
640 0.40740 4.0021(18)
800 0.40210 3.9952(19)

δ bare couplings known Bietenholz, Gerber, Pepe, Wiese



Numerical simulation

Large cancellations in ∆χ2m → large statistics ∼ 108

Indeed 〈Q2m〉 and χ2m logarithmically diverge
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But the differences ∆χ2 and ∆χ4 . . .
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Numerical results

Indeed ∆χ2m are finite in continuum limit

Continuum limit not entirely trivial, O(a2) with large logarithmic

corrections Balog, Niedermayer, Weisz

∆χ2m(a) = C + (a/L)2

 m∑
j=n

Aj logj(L/a)



Choices (n,m) = (0,3), (1,3), (2,3), (0,2) all give consistent re-

sults with acceptable χ2/dof



Lessons from all this

There is a single divergent quantity, f1 in the theory at ϑ 6= 0

Partition function Z(ϑ) and free energy f(ϑ) divergent

f(ϑ) = f1(1− cos(ϑ)) +
∑
n>1

fn(1− cos(nϑ))

Divergence is logarithmic f1 = divergence+ finite = f1s + finite

Good chance f1s is volume independent thank you Niedermayer!



Lessons from all this

Can make everything finite by local counter term (additive renor-

malization)

fR(ϑ) = f(ϑ)− f1s(1− cos(ϑ))

Finite!

Correspondingly for the partition function

ZR(ϑ) = Z(ϑ)eV f1s(1−cos(ϑ))

Finite!



Lessons from all this

Regarding the action

S(ϑ) = S(ϑ = 0) + iϑQ− (1− cos(ϑ))V f1s

leads to a finite theory even for ϑ > 0. Non-perturbatively gener-

ated local counter term (if f1s volume independent)



Lessons from all this

Main conclusion: global topology Q is a well-defined concept in

the 2d O(3) model, not only local charge density q(x), only one

needs to take into account all non-perturbatively generated counter

terms. If left out, things are divergent (of course).

So ϑ parameter a relevant coupling, Q a relevant operator

see also Bogli, Niedermayer, Pepe, Wiese



Future work in the toy model

• Show f1s volume independent

• Universality of ∆χ2m (only looked at one discretization)

• Volume dependence of ∆χ2m (only looked at m(L)L = 4)

And of course: look for running, walking, fixed point (now that we

know it makes sense)



Some differences between walking gauge theory and toy model

Nf appears in perturbation theory, ϑ does not

Gauge theory inside conformal window: zero of β-function first

order zero, preserved by perturbations

Toy model: symmetry ϑ→ −ϑ, periodicity ϑ→ ϑ+ 2π hence π − ε
and π + ε theories are the same, for ε 6= 0 there is no fixed point,

→ at ϑ = π the β-function has a double zero, perturbations in ϑ

destroy it

Toy model ∼ gauge theory at the lower edge of the conformal

window

Merging of two fixed points can not be studied Gies, Jaeckel,

Kaplan, Lee, Son, Stephanov, Braun, Fischer

Would be nice to have a toy model where zero is first order, two

fixed points merge



Summary

• Nice toy model for confining, walking, conformal gauge theories

• Needed a detour to intricate details of 2d O(3) model at ϑ > 0

• If renormalized properly everything is finite

• ϑ relevant coupling, Q relevant operator

• Hopefully we can learn something about 4d gauge theory by

studying this simple model



Thank you for your attention


